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Abstract

In this paper we purposed an approach to remove ghost-
ing artifact generated by moving objects and reconstruct
the movement of these objects in panorama images. Our
approach contains three steps. First is to detect moving ob-
jects in the image flow with moving background. Second
is to replace the moving objects with corresponding back-
ground scenes. Third is to reconstruct the movement of mov-
ing object we detected in step 1. Finally we stitch the pro-
cessed images together to generate panorama images with
no ghosting artifacts and we generate movies containing re-
constructed movement of moving objects.

1. Introduction
When people try to take panoramas, especially in some fa-
mous tourist sites, ghosting artifact is a very common and
sometimes severe problem, doing harm to the quality of re-
sult images. It is impossible to let everything be stable when
someone want to take the set of images, thus we need some
other ways to post-process the images such that the final
panorama after stitching have no ghosting artifacts. In ad-
dition, it is also interesting to recover the moving paths of
moving objects in the panorama scene. In this paper we
would like to purpose a method to both remove ghosting
artifacts in panorama and reconstruct the moving path of
moving objects in video.

1.1. Previous Works

The previous researches in removing image ghosting
artifact focus on images with stationary backgrounds such
as HDR images. Two different types approaches are with
explicit tracking of moving objects or not. For example,
Kang et al.[3] applied a method to track the moving objects
in frames for HDR images generation using gradient-based
optical flow and then remove the ghosting artifacts. Khan et
al.[4] described a another way to remove ghosting artifacts
in HDR images using weights computed for each pixel in
image flows, without explicit moving object detection.

For removing objects in panorama images, the situa-

tion is different. In order to generate a panorama image,
we need to take a sequence of images with non-stationary
background. Because of this, previous methods with
stationary backgrounds do not work very well. There
are not many previous researches in removing ghosting
artifacts in panorama images. Wan et al.[6] described an
approach to pre-stitch two consecutive images, detect the
moving objects in overlapping area by color difference and
rearrange final blending region not to blend moving object
in the two images. This method is not very robust and
in some situations the same moving object can be shown
several times in the panorama, which is not desired. Yingen
Xiong[7] applied another approach that first constructs
a composed gradient field in moving object regions to
remove moving objects, then recover those regions with the
best-fit contents found in the other part of the image by the
gradient domain region filling operation.

1.2. Equipment and Dataset

The dataset was collected with the 360 degree stereo
panorama camera(Figure 1) built by Stanford Computa-
tional Imaging Group. In each dataset we took 400 images
within a 360 degree revolution. When taking the dataset we
tried to cover many different scenarios including multiple
moving objects, moving object from different distances and
moving object with different speed.

The original procedure of generating stereo panorama with
the Stereo Panorama Camera is to undistort, rotate and crop
each raw frame. The next step is to feed the cropped im-
ages into a software called AutoStitch [1] to get the final
panorama. This approach will generate ghosting artifact
if there are moving objects between frames. In this pa-
per, we propose a method to remove ghosting artifacts in
stereo panorama images and also reconstruct the motion of
the moving objects.

2. Approaches

2.1. Moving Object Detection(Fast-MCD)

In our approach we use the method purposed by K M Yi
et al.[8] to detect moving object with moving background.
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Figure 1. Stereo Panorama Camera

In their paper the authors call the method ”fast Minimum
covariance determinant”(fast-MCD). We will also refer this
method as ”fast-MCD” in our paper. We choose this method
because it is fast and the detection results are reasonable.
Figure 2 illustrates the work flow of the fast-MCD method.
We would like to briefly introduce the method and then how
we applied it in our approach.

2.1.1 Framework of Yi et al.’s method

There are three building blocks in the Yi et al.’s method:
Single Gaussian Model(SGM) with age, Dual-Mode SGM
and Motion Compensation.

Single Gaussian model with age uses a Gaussian
distribution to keep track of the change of moving back-
ground. The general idea is that if in a new frame the pixel
intensities in a specific grid are very different comparing
with the corresponding grid in the previous frames(far from
the mean of Gaussian), then the method think there is a
moving object covers this grid. The way we update the
mean and variance of the Gaussian model is:
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Where M and V are the mean and variance of all pixels in
grid i, αi is the age of the grid i, referring to the number
of consecutive frames this grid is shown. parameters with
tilde refer to the parameters values of the corresponding
grid in previous frames(remember that the background

is changing so the we need to match the ”same” grid in
different frames). We will introduce how the method find
the corresponding grids in different frames later in Motion
Compensation.

Dual-Mode SGM is to use two SGM to record the
grid related to background and foreground(moving objects)
separately such that the pixel intensities in foreground
do not contaminate the parameter values in background
Gaussian model. In more detail, for each grid we keep
track of two SGM B and F and each time we only update
one model. We start from updating B(assume it as the
background model), until
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Where θs is a threshold parameter. Then we update F , sim-
ilarly until
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. Also we change swap the model for recording foreground
and background model if the number of consecutive updates
of F is larger than that of B, that is
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This is because if the ”foreground” stay longer in frames
than ”background”, than the foreground is probably the real
background.

Motion Compensation is used to match grids in con-
secutive frames. Because the background is moving in
different frames, this step is very important. The Motion
Compensation method Yi et al. purposed is using a
mixing model. For all grids G(32×24) in time stamp
t, the method first performs the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
Feature Tracker(KLT)[5] on corners of each grid G

(t)
i

to extract features of these points. Then the method
performs RANSAC[2] to generate transformation matrix
H(t,t−1) from frame at t to t − 1. Then for each grid
Gt

i, the method find the matching grid G(t−1)
i by H(t,t−1)

and applies a weighted summation for grids in frame
t − 1 that G(t−1)

i covers to generate the parameter values
of G(t−1)

i , which are the tilde values we mentioned in
SGM(µ̃i

(t−1), σ̃i
(t−1), α̃i

(t−1)).

2.1.2 Our application of Yi et al.’s method

We used the code published with this paper at https:
//github.com/kmyid/fastMCD/ to perform mov-
ing objected detection. First we generated a movie using
all our frames and then tuned the model parameters in fast-
MCD to generate a binary mask for each frame with rea-
sonable quality. The most important parameter we tuned is
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Figure 2. The flow of fast-MCD method purposed by Yi et al.

the threshold θs which we introduced before. Finally, for
each set of images flows, we can get a set of corresponding
binary masks with moving object detection results.

2.2. Mask Optimization

The original masks generated from fast-MCD has lots of
problems. First it contains some noise due to the limita-
tion of its performance. In addition, a more serious problem
is that it cannot detect the whole shape of moving objects,
such that there will be some part of moving objects not be-
ing substituted if we simply apply the original masks. This
is the reason we come up with an algorithm to remove the
noises and generate the bounding boxes around the detec-
tion result to cover whole moving objects. Figure 3 shows
the original mask and the new mask after optimization.

Figure 3. Sample results before and after mask optimization

The detail of the mask optimization method is first to re-
move small regions in the original mask. Then we scan
from left to right of the image to locate moving objects and
generate bounding boxes. First we locate the left bound-
ary by finding a column with summation of its pixel in-
tensities larger than a threshold and also the summation of
previous 5 columns is less than a threshold. Then we lo-
cate the corresponding right boundary using same method,

except changing the ”previous” to ”next”. Then we locate
the top and bottom boundaries in the area separated by left
and right boundaries with same idea. Here we implemented
two choices. The conservative method is to find one top
boundary start from first row and one bottom boundary start
from last row such that finally there is only one big bound-
ing box be generated given the left and the right bound-
aries. The more aggressive choice is to generate several
smaller bounding boxes given the left and the right bound-
aries. Finally we chose the conservative model according to
the qualities of original masks and our testing results. Then
for each bounding box we locate, we expend the it slightly
larger to be more safe. This is because the original mask
may not include the edge part of moving objects, for exam-
ple, hand, foot and head top of a person. Finally we mark
all pixels in the bounding box be 1. There are a bunch of
parameters that we can tune to generate best results for dif-
ferent sets of images. For example, the area limitation in
small object removing and the thresholds for boundaries. In
general, smaller the moving objects, smaller the threshold
values we would like to set. However, with smaller thresh-
old values, the algorithms will be more sensitive to noise.

2.3. moving object substitution

After generating the bounding box for each moving object,
we performed the following algorithm to substitute pixels
of the moving object with pixels of the same location from
neighboring frames.

At First, we map all images onto the same surface.
Since the camera circles around a fixed vertical axis, it’s
better to use a cylindrical surface. After projecting the
images onto the cylindrical surface, it’s possible to perfectly
align the images by using only horizontal translations. So
at the beginning, we attempt to estimate the focal length
of the camera: If the images are projected using the right
focal length, there should be a set of horizontal translations
that perfectly align the consecutive images. For other focal
lengths, the alignment won’t be that good and will result
in large mean-squared error if we try to overlap them.
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So we choose some focal lengths, for each focal length,
we make the projection and then look for the best set of
horizontal translations that minimize the mean-squared
error of overlapped areas between consecutive images. The
focal length that gives the minimum mean-square error will
be our estimated focal length. We then project all images
onto the same cylindrical surface and align them using
horizontal translations.

Next, we select a proper search radius. This parame-
ter is the number of neighboring frames to search for
substitution pixels. It needs to be adjusted based on
the density of frames for a given dataset to achieve best
efficiency and substitution result. Since we have already
projected all the images and their corresponding bounding
box masks to the same cylindrical surface and coordinate
system, to substitute the moving objects in a frame (denote
as frame A), we search the neighboring frames within
the search radius and pick out the pixels of the same
location that have not been masked out. We then assign a
weighted interpolation method to interpolate these pixels.
The weights are inversely proportional to the absolute
distance from these neighboring frames to frame A. Before
interpolation, we normalize the weight vector to a total
weight of 1 such that pixel intensity is preserved.

At last, we replace the pixels of moving objects in
frame A with a blending of pixels from neighboring frames
multiplied by their corresponding normalized weight. The
result of the substitution algorithm is shown in Figure 4. As
shown in the figure, the substitution algorithm can replace
pixels of the detected moving object with minimal artifacts.

2.4. Image stitching

After removing the moving objects and substitute the corre-
sponding pixels from neighboring frames. We stitched these
modified images together to get the panorama. Since we al-
ready mapped the images to the same cylindrical surface
and align them using horizontal translations, we just need
to blend the overlapping parts of the consecutive images to
merge them into a panorama. We apply alpha blending in
this step. To better demonstrate the effect, here we compare
the results got from our method with results got using Au-
toStitch [1] algorithm. The results are shown in figure 5. As
we can see in the figure, ghost artifacts are very obvious in
the left image, while in the right image the moving objects
as well as the ghosting artifacts are effectively removed.

In fig 6, we also give a complete panorama of a dataset of
400 consecutive images we collected. As we can see, mov-
ing objects and ghosting artifacts are perfectly removed.

2.5. Movement reconstruction

Finally, we generate videos containing reconstructed move-
ment of moving objects. The background of the video is
the complete panorama we get and is fixed. For each frame,
we paste the corresponding moving objects onto the back-
ground. Take the dataset we used for example: we first gen-
erate the panorama using the method described in the previ-
ous sections. Then we set this panorama as the background
image of the video. The dataset has 400 consecutive im-
ages, so the video will have 400 frames. For the ith frame,
we paste moving object of the ith image on the correspond-
ing location of the fixed background. Repeating this process
for all frames give us the video that reconstructs the object
movement. Here we show a sample of video frames in fig
7.

This reconstruction method can be used in virtual reality ap-
plications. Suppose someone is watching the panorama us-
ing a card board. We can show different parts of the moving
object trajectory according to the deflection angle of his/her
head. For example, the panorama is formed by 360 pictures.
So each degree of angle corresponds to one picture. If the
person heads the direction of ith degrees, then we show the
moving objects in the ith picture. Then when the person
heads around, he/she can the reconstructed moving path of
moving objects.

3. Conclusion and Analysis

In this paper, we proposed a new method to remove moving
object in stereo panorama images and also reconstruct
the object movement across the panorama. This method
is relatively robust with moving objects with various
sizes, various colors and various numbers(multiple ob-
jects in one scene). We believe that this method can
effectively solve many ghosting artifacts in panorama
images and the motion reconstruction procedure can be
helpful to display images with object motion in VR devices.

After testing with various datasets we found our pro-
posed method works for most scenarios. However, we also
observed some situations where the method cannot perform
perfectly.

The object removal method relies heavily on the de-
tection quality of fast-MCD algorithm, if a moving object is
very small or hard to distinguish from the background then
Fast-MCD method is not able to detect the whole object
such as upper body of a person. In this case the substitution
method will not be able to replace all moving objects in
each frame.

In another case, If a moving object such as a person
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Figure 4. Substitution Result for a Single Frame
For the above example we used a search radius of 5, left side is the original image, right side is the image after

substitution(projected on common cylindrical surface).

Figure 5. Moving Object Removal Result
left side is the result got from AutoStitch algorithm, right side is the result got from our method.

stays in the same location without moving a lot for many
frames, Fast-MCD will treat the person as part of the back-
ground. If the person then starts to move, the substitution
algorithm may take the background previously blocked by
the person as foreground(moving object). In this case the
resulting panorama may leave some artifacts.

Finally, our substitution algorithm requires the neigh-
boring frames to have enough overlap. If the number of
frames per 360 degree is too few then the algorithm may
not able to proper pixels to perform substitution.
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Figure 7. Video frames of movement reconstruction
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